
                                                                                                                                         

 

Questions to identify my “Sweet Spot” (what/who to cultivate & embrace) 

1. What have I always loved doing or learning about? What gets my blood flowing (with excitement)? (Passion) 

2. What have I hated? What are my deep struggles? What gets my blood boiling (from righteous anger?) (Pain)  

3. What am I naturally really good at? (Strength) 

4. How have I benefited, blessed, or added value to others and the world? (Service) 

5. What do I love so much I would do for free or even pay for? How can I get paid to do it? (Passion) 

6. What have I consistently achieved success in or excelled at, almost effortlessly? (Strength) 

7. Where do I enjoy to put in a lot of “work” (intentional and even disciplined activity, a “labor of love”), that 

doesn’t feel like “work” (striving or toiling)? What feels life-giving? Where is my “Flow”? (Passion/Strength) 

8. What do I deeply feel is wrong with the world that I want, and am uniquely equipped, to make right? 

(Pain/Strength/Passion/Service) 

9. What feels like it’s coming from the “inside-out”? Where am I at “rest”, even if still actively engaged (my 

heartfelt/intrinsic motivations and desires?) (Passion/Strength/Pain/Service) 

10. What activities can I get “lost” in, where time seems to fly by or even stop entirely? (Passion/Strength) 

11. What lies have I believed about myself, others, the world? What truth replaces that lie? (Pain/Strength) 

12. What comes so “naturally” to me that I can unconsciously dismiss it as unimportant or irrelevant? (Strength) 

13. What people, groups, or networks can I surround myself with to hone my sweet spot? (Service/Strength) 

14. What opportunities can I invest in during the Fellowship, starting now, to create a “roadmap to success”? 

15. Is there a people group, greater cause, geographical area, and/or ideal I feel “called” to impact? (Service) 

16. How can I monetize my Sweet Spot? (Job, business, ministry, non-profit, other?)  

→ The answer to this question identifies where I can be compensated well to do what I love most,    

do best, and make the greatest positive impact in the world; simply be embracing and being “me”!! 

Questions to identify my “Sour Spot” (what/who to release or avoid) 

1. Where have I put in a lot of time and effort that has not yielded much “fruit” (positive impact/results)? 

2. Where do I feel like I’m striving or toiling? What feels like “hard work”; i.e., not a “labor of love”? 

3. What have people tried to tell me about what I “should do” or who I “should be” that does not resonate? 

4. Where do I consistently get easily frustrated, discouraged, and hit roadblocks or resistance?  

5. What makes me feel drained, powerless, or inadequate (life-sucking vs. life-giving)?  

6. What am I doing out of a sense of well-meaning but misguided duty, obligation, or discipline? 

7. If I’m really being honest, what isn’t working and isn’t something/someone I truly feel “called” to? 

8. What, or even who, should I release from my life that isn’t moving me in a positive direction and would 

“take a load off my shoulders”, even if it requires a painful (but necessary and beneficial) separation? 

9. What lies have I believed about myself, others, the world? What truth replaces that lie?  


